Class 3
Art & Design
Learning Pathway

Tints, Tones and Shades

Revisit and extend understanding of colour theory previously studied in Class 2
projects 'Contrast and Complement'
Introduction to the terms tint, tone and shade
Learn how to mix tints, tones and shades wit systematic accuracy
Revisit the theme of nature and natural Study how artists use tints, tones and shades in landscape painting, building on
forms previously studied in Class 2 in te the project 'Vista' from Class 2
projects 'Ammonite' and ' Beautiful
Explore ways that tints, tones and shades can be used in paintings to represent
Botnicals'.
lilght, shadow and perspective
Introduction to Land Art and the
materials used by artists.
Work outdoors to sketch and
photograph natural forms
Work collaboratively to create art
Introduction to cast making
outdoors
and casting
Use knowledge and experience to
Explore the cultural
create small scale gallery installations
significance of the taotie

Nature's Art

Year A
n
Autum

Taotie

Year A
Spring

Line, Light and Shadow

motif in ancient Chinese
culture
Learn about the process of bronze piece mould casting
Build on understanding of malleable materials and
learn casting techniques with silicone, paper and clay
Use knowledge of casting methods to make a taotie
relic using a clay mould and plaster cast.
Revisit watercolour as a medium from previous
projects 'Contrast and Complement' to add colour to
the plaster taotie pieces

Explore the visual qualities of line, light and
shadow
Build on previous knowledge to explore how
significant artists, such as Pablo Picaso and
Remnrandt, use line to create art
Introduction of a range of shading techniques,
including crosshatching, scribbling, ink wash and
contouring.
Take black and white photographs and use pencil,
pens and ink washes to reimagine their digital
image in a shaded drawing

Year B
Autumn

Trailblazers,
Barrier Breakers
Explore the work of barrier breaking
black artists
Research the pieces of a favourite artist
- create a Study Page about their work
and significance
Explore how artists portray narrative
and meaning in their work
Make replicas of a piece of art working
in the style of a specific artist
Use the sketchbook to develop
sketches based on their ideas about
human rights, equality and race in the
artworks studied

Year B
Spring

Inuit

Learn about the art, craft and traditions from
the Inuit culture
Revisit the theme of animals in art from the
project 'Animals'
Observe the style and methods used by Inuit
artists
Study significant Inuit artists: Kenojuak, Jessie
Oonark, Karoo Ashevak, David Ruben
Piqtoukun, Lucy Tasseor Tutsweetak and
Pitseolak Ashoona
Create detailed drawings of traditional
carvings
Carve simple lines and animal shapes into soap
blocks
Explore stenciling, make stencils and create a
series of prints using chosen colour
combinations

Year A
Summ
er

Tints, tones
and Shades

Revisit and extend understanding of
colour theory previously studied in
Class 2 projects 'Contrast and
Complement'
Introduction to the terms tint, tone
and shade
Learn how to mix tints, tones and
shades wit systematic accuracy
Study how artists use tints, tones and
shades in landscape painting, building
on the project 'Vista' from Class 2
Explore ways that tints, tones and
shades can be used in paintings to
represent lilght, shadow and
perspective

Expression

Revisit portraiture
Draw self-portraits, first using
continuous line drawing and
then using a range of mixed
media
Explore the importance of
creating expression in
portraiture and use what the
learn to develop a large scale
drawing or painting that
expresses an emotion or feeling

Mixed Media

Revisit the art of collage.
Explore paper collage and learn how
the technique can represent texture,
line, colour and shape
Progress to fabric collage and use
stitching to join pieces
Explore mixed media artworks
Create a small scale mixed media
collage

Year B
r
Summe

Environmental
Artists
Distortion and
Abstraction
Revisit the theme of nature and land
art from the project 'Nature's Art'
Introduction to Environmental Art
Study ways that artists address
environmental issue through their
work
Collect and explore found and recycled
materials and use them to create
artworks with an environmental
message
Visit the Dorset Scrapstore to source
materials
Record their work using digital
technology

Revisit portraiture, exploring how
artists portray political messgaes
through their art
Discover how the distortion of shape,
composition and colour can add
additional emotion or narrative to art
work
Study significant examples
Develop a suite of work, using a range
of techniques including photography,
sketching and collage

Bees, Beetles
and Butterflies
Revisit the theme of nature and the
natural world
Introduction to the work of significant
illustrators and make links with
scientific drawings
Sketch the visual elements of insects
and combine materials to create
detailed illustrations

